RASA Consulting, the Company That Supported 7 Alliant 2
Winners, Announces a New Service to Support Alliant Task
Order Business Development
Market identification for new, large IDIQs, like Alliant 2, is a difficult task for unlimited and small
awardees alike. However, using the same tools that were used to make its clients successful in
winning awards on the new Alliant 2 contract, RASA Consulting is excited to announce its new
task order research service to help companies understand the task order opportunities that will
soon be up for renewal or recompete from Alliant 1.
Using the Federal Procurement Data System (FPDS) and other public data sources, RASA and
its partner have helped companies win places on VETS, OASIS, and, now, Alliant 2 through
custom analytics-driven research and data mining of all awarded task orders under these
programs.
Over 200 task orders will be coming up for renewal or recompete in the next 24 months and
RASA can provide the data to enable your business development team to focus on the ones
that are from the correct NAICS codes, product service codes, and other data segmentations
that may be appropriate for your company.
Additionally, RASA analyzes these upcoming recompetes by scope of work and key
competitors, and then breaks them down by agency and bureau, with information on
government contacts, incumbent contacts, revenue, and more.
The competitive analysis features of this service are an analysis of the incumbent information,
whether they won a position on Alliant 2, the incumbent's period of performance, the
incumbent’s standing in the agency, revenue by period, and expiration of the current task order.
These studies are available as comprehensive, customized studies or as a quarterly broad
brush on upcoming task orders to be recompeted, the NAICS codes, product service codes,
revenue potential, and key dates.
Contact us for a quote on the study that fits your requirements. We are the company that
supported seven winners in these two programs and we will continue to do the detailed work
that has made our clients winners on the task order competitions.
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